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UCF student dies in shootout and
high-speed chase through Orlando
D Police say the
chase may have
been drug-related
but have not
pressed charges.
by BOB VOGEL
News editor

A l 00 mph car chase and
shootout early Tuesday morning
left one UCF student dead and
three injured-one in critical condition.
William "Brad" Chapman,
an 18-year-old business pending
major at UCF, died after he and
his friend, Eric Crawford of
Naples, participated in a highspeed car chase and gun battle that
started on East Colonial near Dean
Road and ended up on Semoran
Boulevard near the East-West
Expressway.
Orlando police are still piec-

ing together information, but said
the incident may be drug-related.
Crawford, Chapman's passenger, is at Orlando Regional
Medical Center and is listed in
stable condition.
Sgt. Mike Holloway of the
Orlando Police Department said
it was highly probable the two
groups of men knew each other
before the chase began, around 2
a.m.
As the cars traveled west in
excess of I 00 mph, an Orange
County Sheriffs Deputy spotted
them, thinking they might be just
drag racing.
Butwhenthedeputyheardsevera! gunshots, he realized two cars
were involved in something more.
The deputy pursued the cars
but soon lost them.
Holloway said that, somewhere along the way, the cars made
their way to Lake Underhill Drive
and drove west to Semoran Boulevard, where they turned north.

When the speeding vehicles
reached Semoran 'Boulevard and
·Curry Ford Road, an Orlando police officer noticed them, heard
I 0 shots and pursued the vehicles.
They reached the East-West
Expressway, and Chapman was
shot in the head and killed instantly, sending the white pickup
swerving off the road.
When Orlando Police caught
up with the chase, they spotted
Crawford, who was ble.e.dingand waving for assistance.
Both Chapman and Crawford
were shot five times.
The two men in the other vehide, a bullet-ridden~ van, were not
found until 9 a.m. Tuesday at the
Sands Motel on South Orange Blossom Trail, where they went to seek the
help of a friend who was staying there.
Chad Walls, 27, of Orlando, is listed in
stable condition, and Gary Benson is
in serious condition.
Police have not announced yet
what charges will be filed.
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Gotta find a class .••
Monica Minchala (left), a psychology major, and Paulette
Lamey, a computer science major, register for classes.

UCFPD recovers a record $365K of booty Students say instructor
D A UCF student is
charged with the
theft of laser
equipment.
by KATIE; JONES
Managing editor

•

A ma5ter key, an eye for expensive equipment and connections with
high rollers in the north proved to be
the road to jail for a UCF undergraduate physics student.
The UCF Police Department
arrested Stanley F. Turecki ID, 19, on
April 3, and charged him with grand

theft and burglary-first and third make a phone call to Ohio in which he
degree felonies. He was a lab assistant offered to sell the caller stolen equip·
in the Center for Research and Educa- ment from CREOL.
·Mingo said the man was.maktion in electro.Optics and Lasers.
From Oct. 23 to April 3, some- ing money from the thefts by fencing,
one stole laser and electronic equip- equipment to other states, especially
ment totaling $365,000 from the Ohio. He explained the man was roleCREOL building in Research Park. . playing by becoming involved wi'th
Police suspected the same person for people who were large dealers in reall of the thefts.
search equipment.
. "He was playing with people
After five pieces of equipment
were stolen from April I to April 3, who' were high rollers- major playpolice carefully watched the.suspect ers," said Mingo.
in hopes of catching him in the act.
Mingo, and Ron Rake, a
They did.
CREOL representative, traveled to
Det. Randy Mingo said Turecki
was arrested after police saw a man
see CREOL, page 7
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Cynthia Bachmann, a junior,takes in a little cable TV as she exercises in the new
Student Center fitness room.

evaluations mean little
D But department
heads say they
impact course
content in a big way.
by OMAR DAJANI
Staff writer

Apart from final exams, a
ritual UCF students perform at the
end of every semester is complet~
ing written evaluations of their
classes and professors.
UCF faculty from a broad
range of departments urge students
to be thorough and constructive because the evaluations are the best
feedback a college can get from the
student body as a whole.
Each college sets guidelines
on how eva1uations are tabulated
and analyzed and what percentage
of them are looked at. The minimum is one class per professor per
semester.
In the College of Arts and
Sciences requires half of the evaluations be reviewed, whereas the
College of Business Administration requires all of them to be examined.
The process of assessing the
two-page student evaluations begins at a computer termi_nal. The

News

Opinion

Filmboy's smart enough and people like him-seep. 11

Classified
Features

Sports

entries on the first page, which ask
students to rate a professor and the
course, are entered into a computer
which generates three averages. One
number represents the average of a
class, the other offers an average of
all the classes in a department, and
the third gives a college-wide average.
As for the written comments,
many department chairs say they are
the best way students can have an
impact on course content and the
way it is presented.
"The first thing I do is look at
the written comments," said Dr. Terry
J. Frederick, professor and chair of
the computer science department.
''If, for example, a fair number of
students in a given course constanti y
bring up the fact that they don 't think
the textbook is very good, that textbook is examined and reviewed by a
committee," he added.
Dr. Robert L. Bledsoe, professor and chair of the political science department, said evaluations
are like exams that teachers take and
give to the students. Students make
comments on the "exams" and evaluate the instructor's performance on
the course. Bledsoe also noted the
imp0rtanceof the written comments,
saying, "faculty pay a lot of attention
see EVALUATIONS, page 7
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Mamren
McCormick
advoca t es
birth control
education at
UCF
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• Mercedez A. Forney,
19, reported that someone entered her locked car and stole
two custom seat covers, between
8 p.m. April 3 and 2 p.m. April4, in
a lot near the Student Center. The
items were valued at$180.

• Erin L. Casey, 18, was
arrested and charged with
underage possession of alcohol,
12:54 a.m. March 26 on Greek
Court.
•Christopher T. Annstrong, 24,
was arrested and charged with driving drunk
and leaving the scene of an accident,.12:()1) a.m.
March 26 on Centaurus and Alafaya Trail.

•

•

am. March 24.

Birth control was never mentioned on The Brady

•Christopher B. Jessen, 19, reported that
someone entered his car parked in a dirt parking
lot and stole a portable compact disc player
valued at$150, between 10:45 p.m. April 2 and
2: 15 p.m. April 3.

Bomb Threats

UCF Symphony Orchestra to
play-at Reflecting Pond
The UCF Symphony Orchestra wil1
feature "Symphony Under the Stars," at 8
p.m. on Thursday at the Reflecting Pond.
The concert will feature composers such
as Mozart, Verdi, Respighi, Steve Goldman
and George Cohen. - ·
The event will be directed by John
Whitney.

•AfemalecalledaworkerintheBusiness .·
Criminal mischief
Administration building and said, ''There's a
bomb in your building," 5:52 p.m, March 21.
• AliciaZampino, 19, rePorted that someAfter evacuating and searching the building,
one scratched a driver's side door of _her car
police discovered that it was a false alarm.
parked in a lot near Lake Claire Apartments,
between j:30 a.m. and 2:45 p.m. March 31.
Theft/burglary

The program was created in 1993 in
response to a need uncovered in a national
survey involving more than 4,000 women 18
to 50, who were questioned about their. contraceptive knowledge, usage and s~tisfaction.
The survey found that more than 90 percent of
women believe there is a need for more contraceptive education.
Broadway comes to UCF ...
McConnick said: "New methods of
contraception h~ve been introduced in recent again
year~. As a woman and a mother, I feel it ism y
The Pulitzer Prize-winning play, The
responsibility to help increase awareness about
today's birth control options_to help prevent _ KentuckJ Cycle ll, will open at 8 p.m. on
Thursday at the Performing Arts Center.
unplanned pregnancies."
Shows will run Thursday through Sun'" If we can prevent just some of those
day
for
the next two weekends, with a special
· unplanned pregnancies, I believe the 'Birth
matinee
at 2 p.m. Sunday"
Control Matters' program will be a success,"
Written
by Robert Schenkkan, the play
she added.
At the·seminar, McCormick, will stress is an epic drama examining the myths of
the importance of education and communica- American history.
Tickets for the Thursday and Sunday
tion. "On The Brady Bunch we lived in a
seemingly perfect world, . but we all know shows are $7, $3.50 for students. Tickets for
the Friday. and Saturday shows are $8, $4 for
that'~ n·ot reality. Sex,. P!egnancy, se~ually
transmitted disea5es arid contraceptives were students. There will be a free showing for
considered taboo topics then, but need to be · students only at 8 p.m. on Thursday, April 19.

• Leslie Bentancourt, 19, reported that
someone scraped paint of doors on both sides of
her car parked in a lot near Polk Hall, between 2
andJ:45p.m. March21.

•Someone stole six boxes ofgreen tile and
epoxy glue out of the back of a truck parked on
a loadingdockoftheCREOLbuilding, between
2:30 and 3 p.m. March 24. The items were
valued at$1,490.

• Someone wrote an obscene statement
and drew a penis and a vagina on a second floor
wall of Polk Hall, between 2 and 3:2~ p.m.
March30.

•Louise V. N._uckolls reported that someone stole $40 out of a purse in a.desk in an office
in the Humanities and Fine Arts Building, between 7:20 and 7:30 a.m; March 22.

~ Someone wrote graffiti, suggesting activity from the Crips gang, on a wall in the men's
bathroom on the second floor of the Library,
·between 12:45 p.m. March 20 and 7 a.m. March
21.

Car theft/burglary

•

disc ussed today.
These are our bodies;
we must learn how to
protect
them,"
McCormick said at a
recent seminar.
During
the
seminar, she will be
accompanied by a medical
professional who will provide
an overview of all currently
available birth control methods.
For more information,
call (407) 823-5456

. • Matthew Niemeyer, 19, reported that
someone stole alicense plate off a car parked in
a lot near the Student Center or Collegiate Village Inn, between 6 p.m. March 23 and 11 :30 -compiled by Katie Jones, managing editor
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COMING SOON TO THE UNIVERSITY
SHOPPES CENTER
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Get an affordable look that's high on fashion. At Cost Cutters.
10071 University Blvd
5174 S. Conway Rd.
425 S. Orlando Ave
uncrest Shopping Center Conway Woods Ctr
Shoppes at Maitland
679-6766 COSTCUTTEAS. 240-9202 COSTCUTTERS 539-0383
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each Deep Dish
Valid at participating locations. Not valid
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Author leaves his mark at community colege-library
ByDONNACYPHER
College Press Services
BUTLER, Pa.-Just as his
character Arthur Parkinson from
the book, "Snow Angels," left his
snowy mark behind, author
Stewart O'Nan has left his at Butler Community College.
At the request of student
Chari Matisko, O'Nan signed ms
name to a BCC library copy of
"Snow Angels, and wrote an inscri tion that read "For the stu-

dentsofBCC,k~ckass!"
But when Matisko went to
return the booktothelibrary, BCC
staff librarians told the student
that the signed copy was damaged
goods and asked her to pay for the
book.
"I could have dropped the
book off in the drop-off box or left
it in the library and never brought
it to their attentiGn," said Matisko.
"I was very honest about what
happened because I didn't have
ermissio.n."

O'Nan recently promoted
"Snow Angels," which is set in
Butler, Penn., through a
boo~signing at a~ area ~all.
Mat1sko, a staff wnter for The
Cube," attended the signing and
wrote an article about O'Nan and
his book. Excited to meet an author, Matisko said she had O'Nan
sign her personal copy of "Snow
Angels."
After signing her copy'
Matisko then asked O'Nan if he
would sign a copy that she had

checkedoutofBCC'slibrary.She
added t~at she explained to the
authorthatshehadn'tbeen granted
permission to do so, but felt that
the students would be honored.
If BCC students were honored, its librarians had another reaction. After the signing, Matisko
said she went to the library to
explain what had happened. The
librarians told her that they would
have to discuss the situation.
Two days later, when

A special dental care offer for UCF students...

A Complete ~!N~Api !.!!:~YS
FOR$9!
(A $65 value)
1110 (ROUTINE)

Current UCF ID required
Take advantage of excellent dental care at
very comfortable prices. Just bring this
certificate with you on your first visit.
See you the'!! Offer expires 4-30-95

UCF TEAM DENTIST

Welcome to East Orlando Dental.
rd like you to come in and get
acquainted with your new dentist and
save a few dollars.
George Yarko, D.D.S.

East Orlando

DENTAL
·· Certified: Implant Prosthetics; Member:
American Dental Association, Academy of
General Dentistry, Academy for Sports Dentistry, Florida
Dental Association, Central District Dental Association,
Greater Orlando Dental Society; Extensive experience and
postgraduate trainin.g in TMJ

11780 E. Colonial Drive
At the corner oi Hwy. 50 and A!afayo Dr.
East Orlando ·

Matisko returned the book, a librarian stamped the book "Discarded," and asked the student to
pay for the copy. After Matisko
wrote a check for $12.60, she was
handed the book.
In explaining the library's
policy in assessing whether a book
is defaced or damaged, Martin
Miller, theBCC circulation librarian, said: "The first thing I look at
is: Can it be fixed?"
And if it can't be fixed?
"You broke it, you bought it,"
Miller stated.
Veronica Chen, head librarian, refused further comment
about the incident and said that it
was against policy to discuss a
confidential matter involving a
circulation transaction between a
user and the library.
After paying for the book,
Matisko protested the library's decision to various administrators
but came away un.satisfied. "I resent that I was made out to look
like a bad guy," she said. "I don't
even feel comfortable going to
my own college library."
The matter now will go before the Student Senate, which
will vote on whether Matisko
should be reimbursed the $12.60
that she paid for the book.
Reactions to Matisko' s action have been mixed.
Dr. Melvin Waisanen,
BCC' s dean of students, said, "I've
always thought it was a nice thing
to do," referring to having an author autograph a book. He added
that library policy should be considered, though.
Dr. R. Michael Sanderson,
dean of instruction at BCC, said,
"The question is: 'Was it ht;r
book?'
"She has no right to take
that and have it changed," he
_stated. "The individual was not
authorized to do what was done.
On that basis, we do not have to
accept that book back or put that
book back on the shelves."
According to Jan Lawrence,
a librarian at Zelienople Public
Library, if a library patron brought
a book back that was signed by an
author, she probably wouldn't say
anything. It isn't encouraged,
though, because it raises the value
and makes the book more likely to
be stolen, she added.
However, after all is said
and done, Matisko's good intentions may be recognized by · her
peers. Steve Catt, director of student activities and an advisor of
the Student Senate, said he expects the senate will vote Wednesday to reimburse Matisko.
Student senator Sherry Hunt
explained that the reimbursement
would be a show of support from
the student body.
"We are for the students,
and she is a student," she added.

Don't make us have to
come and find you.
We will if we have to.
Write news.

Call Bob,
823-8054or

384-8069.

•
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Shannon Faulkner speaks out at University of South Carolina·
mockeryoftheall-malemilitaryschool
tradition. 'There arequitea few people
whosaylamdestroyingTheCitadel,"
Faulkner said. "I am not. I am making
it better."
The 20-year-old student told
the crowd of more than 250 that she
enrolled at The Citadel because of its
military setting, its prestige and reputation, itseducationdepartmentand its
alumni network.
Audience outbursts occur at
most of her speaking engagements,
usually resulting in a quick debate
between Faulkner and her detractors. At one point during the USC
speech, Faulkner was interrupted
by protesters who carried a "Save
the Males" banner.
While a senior in high school,

. College~ Service

,

,

,

•

Deficits in education hinder
America's ability to compete
Reuters

WASHING TON - Disturbing trends in child care, education
and on-the-job training are undermining U.S. competitiveness overseas, while threatening the longterm standard of living at home, a
report released Wednesday found.
A coalition of business,
union and higher education executives concluded that the United
States must do more to cultivate
its human resources, after comparing America's performance
with other industrialized countries
in areas ranging from infant mortality to investment in higher education.
The ~roup began its sixmonth study after its 1994 Com. petitiveness Index found the state
of education was the main obstacle preventing U.S. firms from
becoming more competitive.
Its conclusions were sobering:
-U.S. teen pregnancy rates
have risen steadily since the mid1980s, with two-thirds of all teenage mothers unmarried.
-25 percent of U.S. households with children are headed by
single parents, more than any other
industrialized country .
- The United States ranks at
the bottom of the industrialized
world in many critical infant health
indicators, including infant mor-

tality and low birth-weight babies.
- U.S. child poverty is three
times· higher than in other industrialized countries, with 14.6 mil, lion children, or21.9 percent, living in poverty in 1992. By contrast, Germany's child poverty rate
is 3 percent and Britain's is 7
percent.
-U.S. high school students
rank last in science and math, and
the trend continues through college, with only 15.3 percent of all
U.S. undergraduate degrees in
science and engineering, compared to over 20 percent in most
European nations.
-The cost of a college degree rose 32 percent at public universities and 55 percent at private
schools since the 1980s.
But the news was not all
_bad. The study also found that:
- The U.S. high school
dropout rate is continuing to decline from peak rates of 14.6 percent in 1972.
- U.S. high school students
are stronger in reading than students in most other large countries.
-The U.S. still has a higher
percentage of high school and university graduates than other countries in the so-called Group of
Seven leading industrialized nations.

COLUMBIA,S.C.-.Shannon
Faulkner, who is seeking to be the first
female cadet at the all-male Citadel,
has hit the banquet circuit, hoping to
raise money from speaking engagements to fund her education and pay
her legal bills.
Faulkner, who attends The Citadel as a day student, is suing the statefunded military college in an attempt
to become the first female cadet in the
institution's 152-year history. In
March, Faulkner spoke before audiences across the Southeast in honor of
Women's History Month.
At a speech at the University of
South Carolina, Faulkner addressed
those critics who say she is making a

#1Rated
The

Colfr:~e

Connection

Faulkner applied to The Citadel after deleting all references to her
gender on her transcripts. She was
accepted into the school, then rejected after Citadel officials learned
her transcripts had been altered. She
filed a lawsuit seeking admission to
the school in February 1993 and
now is enroiled as a student, not as
a cadet.
While the case is still tied up
in court, Faulkner acknowledged
that her time is running out. Students must be admitted into the
Corps of Cadets program by their
junior year, which Faulkner begins
in August.
"I'll be a cadet this fall,"
Faulkner said. "The law is on my
side."
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degree to work in the Air
Force Officer Training School.
Then, after graduating from
Officer Training School, become a
commissioned Air Force officer
with great starting pay, complete
medical and dental care, 30 days
of vacation with pay per year and .
management opportunitie$. Learn
if you qualify for higher education
in the Air Force. Call
AIR FORCE OPPORTUNITIES
TOLL FREE
1-800-423-USAF

Judge throws out Malcolm
X's daughter's confession
Reuters

ST. PAUL, Minn. -Ajudge
has ruled that prosecutors may not
use a confession taken from
Malcolm X's daughter but refused
to dismiss charges that she tried to
hire an assassin to kill Nation of
Islam leader Louis Farrakhan.
The ruling by U.S. Magistrate Franklin Noel Tuesday clears
the way for the government to put
Qubilah Shabazzon trial early next
month. Noel ruled that tapes made
by a government informant she
a11egedly tried to hire to kill her
father's rival may be used by the
government in its case.
But he said a confession the
FBI extracted from her, in which
she allegedly admitted the scheme,
may not be used in court because of
the way in which it was obtained.
Shabazz, 34, was charged
in a federal indictment handed up
Jan. 12 with trying to hire Michael
Fitzpatrick, the informant, to kill
Farrakhan.
The Muslim leader has been
blamed by Shabazz's family for
Malcolm's assassination 30 years
ago. He has repeatedly denied any
role in the assassination.

Fitzpatrick, who has known
Shabazz since high school, is in
the government witness protection program. Lawyers for
Shabazz have depicted him as a
drug-using opportunist who lured
and entrapped her.
Tuesday's ruling was only a
partial victory for Shabazz's lawyers who had wanted the magistrate to throw out the indictment.
But by ruling the confession
inadmissable; Noel may have
made the prosecution's task
harder.
Fitzpatrick, also 34, is believed to have taped more than 40
conversations with Shabazz, second eldest daughter of the firebrand black activist. As a toddler
she was present in the Harlem
ballroom when her father was
gunned down.
Defense lawyers had argued
that Shabazz was guilty of nothing more than "thought crime."
The indictment charges she
paid a small amount of money to
Fitzpatrick to go to Chicago and
kill Farrakhan at his headquarters
mosque. Fitzpatrick did not make
the trip and no attempt was ever
made on Farrakhan's life.

News writers wanted. Call and leave a
message for Ryan or Bob at 823-8054.
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Modani urges students not
to race through evaluations
EVALUATIONS, from page 1

to them."
But a dozen students interviewe.cl at random in front of the UCF
library Tuesday cast doubt on the impact the evaluations actually have.
Most students felt evaluations
were done to give the appearance
that their comments were important, and all had no idea how the
evaluations were factored into the
academic process.
- Michael Murray, a 26-yearold finance major, said, "From talking to other students, I don't believe
much value is put in them because
certain teachers that students aren't
satisfied with are still here." He
added, "A lot of times we feel like
our comments are falling on deaf
ears, and I believe a majority of
students feel that way."
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Despite his views, Murray said
he fille.cl out the evaluations thoroughly
and felt most students did the same.
"I think they do read them,"
said Melissa Hovey, a 24-year-old
liberal arts major. "I also think students sometimes give a professor hig~
marks, not necessarily because he's a
good teacher, but maybe because he's
diplomatic or gets along [well] with
the students."
Dr. Naval Modani, associate
professor offinance and faculty senate
chair, recommended students "take
time and write comments, think and
then fill it out, notjusttogetitoverwith
so they can leave early."
Until students get to see the
results of their input in the evaluations,
many have expressed that the whole
process of assessing and reviewing
professors and courses will remain an
ambiguous exercise.
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CREOL says it will install cameras
CREOL, from page 1

Ohio to retrieve $3~0,000 in stolen
equipment. They worked with Ohio
police to serve a search warrant and
recover the goods. State and federal
authorities in Florida and Ohio are
still conducting an investigation.
Det. Jay Padgett also retrieved
$15,000 worth of stolen equipment
from a business in Tarpon Springs.
Other equipment was recovered
from the man's car and his apartment on Alafaya Trail.
Mingo said: "We are just
touching the iceberg right now. It's
definitely the largest case of recoverect property at UCF."
Mingo explained that the man
stole the equipment by opening offices with a stolen master key and
wearing gloves to cover his fingerprints.
CREOL director Dr. M.J.
Soileau said security measures ·at
·cREOL helped the police catch
the thief. He said a key identification system, which displays the
names of people entering the building after hours, helped in the man's
arrest.
Although Soileau said there
were no problems with the building's
security, CREOL representatives are
going to install a television monitoring system above the elevators as an
extra precaution.
Soileau explained thatCREOL
workers are very upset that one oftheir
co-workers was charged with stealing
over a third of a million dol1ars in
research equipment.
"Somehow or another [the suspect] finagled a key," Soileau said.
"We will try to make sure that cjoesn 't
happen again."
He explained that CREOL has
been located in Research Park for
seven years without any major thefts
or security violations. He said there
are about 160 people employed in the
building with a 30 percent turnover
rate every year.
Soileau said that students' research was not heavily disrupted by
the thefts because most of the equipment was stolen and recovere.cl within
a week by police.
He also credits the UCF Police
Department with the quick recovery
of the stolen goods and said their
professionalism was the key to solving the crimes.
Before Turecki was arrested,

he did not have a criminal record. He
will probably also be expelled from
UCF, Mingo said.
Turecki signed a confession
stating he stole the equipment from
CREOL, saying he said he did it for
financial reasons.
"[The arrest] could not have
been possible without the assistance
of students, staff and faculty from
CREOL in providing pieces of information that aided the investigatiOn,"
Mingo said.
Turecki was wel1 known in the
laser industry for his knowle.clge and
ability/to repair lasers.
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Introducing the "Road Trip" student discount.
Going home this -summer? Make a few detours along the way with the "Road Trip" student
discount. If you're headed to any of our 15 major destinations in the northeast and
midwest, we'll rent you and-your friends a mid-sized car from Avis with unlimited
mileage for just $15 a day. Take it anywhere for 3 to 10 days. Then, once you get
•
home, drop it off at the Avis near you. We' ll even help
you find the lowest airfare for your trip back. So call
,-o
~0\,\DAYs
Preferred Holidays today. And tell Mom and Dad not to wait up.
~~"
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1·800·535·1177
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Ifs not as bad as it
seems during finals
Days and hours tick by as the spring semester finally
draws to a close. Days and nights just seem to blend
together in a haze of algorithms and historical dates.
Our tiny skulls swell almost to bursting as we try in vain
to cram into our heads in a few weeks the information
that our professors have been trying to tel1 us for the
past 10 weeks.
Or maybe it's your roommate who's graduating at
the end of the year, and is trying to see exactly how
much Black Sabbath you can tolerate before you throw
yourself out the second-story window of Polk Hall.
Fear not, true believer! There is a way to get out of
this cycle! Don't let your dormmate get the satisfaction
of a 4.0 GPA for the semester for watching you stick
your finger into the light socket while balancing on the
toilet and one foot in the bowl. Don't let these next three
weeks turn into a haze·of fast food and sleepless nights
trying to convince yourself that somehow Andy Griffith
can show you how to derive that equation you've been
staring at for the past four hours.
Just keep reminding yourself that you're actually
paying for all this grief, in the vain hope that should you
. ever graduate that you won't have to spend the rest of
your life stocking shelves or asking people if they want
fries with that.
To keep yourself from going over the edge and
giving our news editor something to write on next
week, here are a few good tips to keep what's left of your
sanity during finals.
1) Sleep. No matter what you might think, your
brain cannot function without a certain amount of rest.
Even if it's only a few hours a night, that time will go to
good use relieving stress and transferring some of that
information into long-term memory.
2) Eat real food. The human body cannot survive on
grease and caffeine. Eat some fruit and vegetables, or at
the very least, take some vitamins. The more nutrients
you can actually get into you, the more awake you will
feel and the more stress will be relieved.
3) Remember school is not your life. Your paying
for these classes and this stress. If you get a "B" on your
final, your head is not going to explode. Your friends
are not going to abandon you. Your parents will not
write you out of their will. Somewhere around here
we're actually supposed to be having fun and enjoying
all this.
You will probably spend the rest of your life worrying about things a bit more important than what your
final grade was in English Literature I. Trust me on this
one.
Chad Brunner
Opinion editor
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Just how much weight can a Packwood lift?
Our topic today is: "The Mexican Peso Crisis-An. Ominous Harbinger of Global Monetary Instability, or What?"
In evaluating the implications of any significant currency
fluctuation, it is essential to consider fully the numerous
ramifications· of the incipient transmogrification and consequent decollateralization that ,inevitability ensue insofar as
such phenomena impact upon the question of whether any I am making tasteful word substitutions) goes on to state: ,
"Chan-Tze-tan, 49, attached a total of l S9kg of weights to
newspaper editor is still reading this column.
I sincerely doubt it. Modem editors spend the bulk of their several red ropes which he tied tightly around his Packwood
days attendfog mandatory workshops on how to halt the and Newts. He then lifted the metal discs 12 centimeters off the
decline in newspaper readership; this leaves them with very floor and held on for I 0 seconds before letting go."
The article states that the audience, a dozen men, "aplittle time to read what they put in the actual newspaper. So I
began this column with a disguise· layer of dense prose, plauded after a long silence."
assuming that editors would get just far enough to write a
And well they should applaud. Do you have any ~Jea how
standard unintelligible Tonto-style headline·like "Big Peso much weight 159 kilograms is? Neither do I. There's no real
Ramifications Seen" and slap the whole package in the paper way to tell without multiplying. But it's definitely a Jot of
without ever discovering the real topic, which is how much weight, and we know this feat was not a hoax, because the
weight a guy in Hong Kong can lift and what body part he lifts article states that "a television personality, Anthony Tang,
it with.
inspected Chan's underwear to make sure there was no wiring
I'm hiding this topic because I've learned, over the years, around his body."
At last: A practical use for television personalities.
that some newspapers tend to censor this colun:n when it deals
The article
with sensitive isIn evaluating the implications of any significant
states that Chan
sues. To cite one
of the many ex- currency fluctuation, it is essential to consider fully the credits his ability
.to the "breakamples, back in
numerous ramifications of the incipient
through insights"
1990,lwroteacolumn about politics, transmogrification and consequent decollateralization he had into
and the Portland,
that inevitability ensue insofar as such phenomena Daoist philosophy. He claimed
Ore., Oregonian
·impact upon the question whether any newspaper
that he had 25
cut out a crucial
disciples,
"and
section in which I
editor is still reading._this column.
most of them
explained how
snails have sex. Thus, because of one newspaper's could lift up to 13kg with their private parts." There is no
squeamishness, Oregon's voters were deprived of informa- mention of a workout video. Aristotle and Socrates droned on
tion that would have helped them make informed decisions, endlessly about the meaning of life and other useless topics.
which probably explains why Oregon is the only state in Whereas with your Daoism, you apparently can develop this
history ever to have elected Bob Packwood.
useful -skill that has countless practical applications. For
Which brings us to this guy in Hong Kong, whom I found example, you could use it to ward off armed street criminals:
out about thanks to alert reader Jeffrey I:Iantover, who sent me
FIRST STREET CRIMINAL: Hand over your money!
an article written by Alex Lo for the Feb. 8, 1995, issue of a
DAOISTPHILOSOPHER:Ohyeah?(Hedropshispants.)
Hong Kong newspaper, The Eastern Express. The article
SECOND STREET CRIMINAL: What the heck is
concerns an amazing physical feat that this guy performed, he...Wow!
using an explicit part of his anatomy that, in the interest of
FIRST STREET CRIMINAL: He's lifting a manhole
decency, I will refer to by a randomly selected aliases instead cover without using his hands!
of its real name. Here's the first sentence of The Eastern
TELEVISION PERSONALITY: And there's no wiring
Express article, with just that one word changed:
in his underwear!
"A Daoist philosopher and martial art expert who has
(The criminals flee.)
spent a lifetime mastering the art of lifting weights with his
Also I believe that top Daoist philosophers would be in real
packwood showed his prowess yesterday by lifting 159 kilo- demand a.S paid . entertainers for weddings, bar mitzvahs,
grams of metal discs in one burst of masculine strength."
White House dinners, etc. Thus we see thatDaoism, practiced
Above the article is a large and-if you are male-very wisely, could provide a vital economic counterweight to the
scary photograph showing this guy squatting over a massive ramifications of this darned Mexican peso crisis.
pile of weights; in the background is an onlooker who is
Although if you think I'm going to practice it, you're
clearly thinking the Chinese word "Ouch." The story (again, Newts.

Dave Barry
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Bumper stickers, burning flags and the non-attiludes of the masses
It has been proven by countless studies that we are
There's some symbolic speech for you. I think it's
lousy citizens. Voter turnout is at an all-time low, apathy
prettyobviouswhatthemessagewas-moreobviousthan
at an all-time high, and most of us can only name enough
burning a flag. After al1, someone turning on the news and
seeing a flag burning has to rely upon the reporter to
presidents to use the fingers of one hand.
explain the hows and whys. But just a shot of these posters,
But we aJJ know that the First Amendment guarantees
us the freedom of speech. I'm not sure we deserve it, but
stained, hanging on the men's room wall, that just says it
there it is. We're so ignorant as a nation, sociologists have for. Otherwise, they wouldn't choose that as a vehicle for all, doesn't it?
.
But they want a legal remedy. The powers that be are
even coined a new phrase to describe our political views- protest, now, would they?
non-attitudes. Although we don't know what most of the
I have a deep and abiding respect for the flag. To me, trying to say that urination can ' t be symbolic speech.
issues are, we feel compelled to have an opinion. So, when it represents all things that we hope our country to be-not Haven't you folks got anything better to do? No rapes to
asked, we will offer one, even if we don't know what the necessarily what it is, but what it should be. I'd have to be prosecute? No junkies to get off the streets? No crime to
hell we are talking about.
·
pretty upset about something before I'd burn a flag. Had I fight whatsoever, I guess, so you have to take up the cause
A periodic surge of opinion circulates concerning flag been of age during the Vietnam war, I probably would have of pissed-on politictians.
burning. For some reason, this symbolic speech is always burned a flag then. The symbolized speech says, "I'd rather
What we do in the restrooms, including discussing
charged with a great deal of genuine passion . For those of burn the flag than see it stand for this."
local politics among co-workers, is a private matter. Most
For anyone passionate enough to burn a flag, more of us have a different outlet for our symboli_c speech,
you whoaren'tuponyourrecenthistory,flagburningwas
the really "in thing" during the Vietnam war protests. And power to them. I think those people who find it so repug- howev_er. A more public.outlet: Bumper stickers. They're
in recent times, this action has brought attempts to make it nant should stop long enough to listen to the point, rather a lot of fun. You can tell a lot about a person by their
illegal to burn an American flag.
than assuming the person has no respect for the flag.
bumper stickers. You can tell if th_ey're a leader or folEd Ty II, a talk show host on 104.l FM, recently
These same people who rant about no respect for the lower. Stupid or smart. Mainstream or off the wall.
devoted a show to flag burning. I heard the most incredible flag ought to have a few words with the managers of the
You can never tell those folks they are offering nonqueue of phone callers, alJ unable to explain why they - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - attitudes. Those are the ones that think you really
ought to stand up and say something on your bumper
though it was a vile and despicable act_to burn a flag.
The flag is sacred; it stands for something. It means
- like it's the American way - but the only thing
they can manage is something like "I (LOVE) MY
liberty and freedom. But no, no, no, ,you can't burn it.
That's unthinkable. Tyll kept asking why - and got
POODLE." .
Remember the "HAVE YOU HUGGED YOUR
the same response, the flag is sacred, it stands for

The flag is sacred; it stands for
something. It means libe.-W and
f
·
,
reedom. But no,no,no, you can t
burn ··t. That's unthinkable.

something. I shook my head.
Where do you stand on the issue of flag burning?
Think it's deplorable? Not me. I don't understand why
these same people '"'.ho think the flag is sacred ·c an't
understand why someone would choose burning it as
symbolic speech. They are convinced that anyone who has
the unmitigated gall to burn a flag has no respect for_the
flag and what it stands for.
The way I figure it, if someone is disgruntled about'
some aspect of the government, they usually just rant and
rave ·about it to friends and family. They may take it upon
themselves to go vote. A few are civic-m_inded enough to
start some kind of movement, perhaps a petition to get
something on the ballot. But let's face it, few feel passion· ate enough to burn a flag.
And if that's the choice of demonstrating their point,
the'n I would have to assume that the flag means something
to them . My guess is that the flag burne'r probably has far
more than average respect for the flag and what it stands

stores who use the American flag as advertisements. They
fly a flag in some attempt to say they're patriotic, but allow
the the flag to get all tattered and faded. That's disrespect.
And it's illegal. ·But no one says anything about that.
Let's face it, few of us feel that kind of passion for
anything that's going on in poiitics. The vast majority ofus
are more likely to indulge in the act that recently got
several fire-fighters in dutch with the law: pissing on
political posters. I got a chuckle out of that one. Someone,
however, found it no laughing matter. I have to wonder
what happened to get someone's feathers all ruffled up
now.
If you haven'tfollowed the story, you should know that
this incident happened during the last election .. Posters of.
a couple oflocal politicians found their way into a men's
room, where the fire-fighters used them fortarget practice.

KID TODAY?'' b.umper sticker? They aren't around
much anymore. Now we hug trees.
I get a kick out of some of these religious bumper
stickers. "JESUS IS LORD" is.the one that real1y bugs me.
I never have understood that one. That's a blind follower
in that car, if ever there was one. "JESUS IS LORD." Lord
_of what? If it's going to read "is Lord," it should be
something like "Lord of the World" or something. If not,
· then it should read "JESUS IS THE LORD." But then that
would be really redundant.
"HELP
STAMP
OUT
AND
ABOLISH
RENDUNDANGY." I want that one. Recently I saw one
that sajd "JESUS US COMING - LOOK BUSY." I like
th.at one. Yesterday I saw one that said "MARCH FOR
JESUS" What? Is he having a fund-raiser? Why does Jesus
need a fund-raiser? That's dumb. "DYSLEXICS UNTIE."
Now that's creative. Pure genius. But I think my all-time
favorite is "PLEASE GOD, TAKE ORAL ROBE_RTS
ANYWAY." That sums it all up in a nut shell.
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Help Wanted: Earn up to $500
per week assembling products
at home. No experience. Info 1504-646-1700 Dept. FL-307

WESLEY FOUNDATION
United Methodist Campus
Ministry
Student Center Room 206,
Wednesday Fellowship 6:00 PM,
SC211, Sunday Dinner Group,
5:00 PM. Weekly Bible Study
opportunities and much more.
Steve Binkley, Director
Call 823-5335 for information.
All Welcome!
~-------------1
FCA meets every Thurs. 7 PM
at WDSC .
Call our 24 hr. hotline_ 6792645 4 info.

Valet Parking Positions
1------------1
City Nights Valet, Inc. is expandWANTED: INDEPENDENT
ing and is now hiring runners to
DISTRIBUTORS
fill valet parking positions at
for health related products.
various locations across Central
Call 407-273-7199
Florida. You must be capable of
leave name, address and phone
intense running, have a good
number. We will send you a free
driving record and a great
packet .with all the information
attitooe. We are looking for safe ,
you will need to get started.
careful drivers who know how to 1---------------1
drive both an automatic and a
HATE YOUR JOB? TRY MINE!
standard and who know how to
$1,000's weekly plus benefits,
deliver great, friendly service to a
stuffing envelopes. Rush SASE:
customer. You need to be
Shoppers Covek, P.O. Box
available at least (1) weekend
4813, Winter Park, Fl. 32793night and one (1) week day or
4813
UCF FOOTBAG CLUB
night per week minimum. Shifts
is in full effect for 1995!
available around classes and
Every Friday at 4:00 PM on
other jobs. Pay is outstanding.
The Grass in front of Ed. Bldg.
Only clean cut, honest,
hardworkers need apply. Call
For more info call
MOVING SALE, everything must
1------2_75_-_1_61_3_ _ _ _ _ 1 (407) 849-0670 to set appointgo!! 249-3975 leave msg.
UCF NEWMAN CLUB
ment.
Catholic Campus Ministry
Love Seat with end table.
Marketing Rep. Work on top
Mass Sunday 11 AM , PH 115,
Excell. cond. $65 080. Call
·team promoting Fortune 100 Co.
Club Night, Thurs. 7:30 PM
Services at local events. Full
Kevin at 366-2384
For more info: 281-4438
1----------------i training. P!T $5.50/hr. + bonus.
Call 800-592-2121 ext. 425
Black Sofa & Loveseat, $300,
CAMPUS ACTION FOR
matching glass-top table and 4
ANIMALS
ATTENTION ATHLETES/
chairs $100. 384-6548
Meeting, Monday, 4-17-95 in
STUDENTS
S.C., Room 211, 3-4 PM
Jimmy Buffet tickets (2) $30/
Get$ to train. $10-$30 per hr.
pair, St. Pete show, April 15th.
Rickshaw Tours of Winter Park.
Call 678-3506
· Outgoing people call 672-0052.
SURFBOARD - Spectrum, 6' 1",
Over 100 companies in constant
M/F, N/S to share 2bd/2ba
need
of
Homeworks.
For
details
Good
Cond., $60 OBO _
Condo, W/D, pool, tennis, quiet,
send
a
SASE
to:
Kelly,
P.O.
Box
WETSUIJ
- Rip Curl, M, $60
close to UCF. $300/mo + 1/3
2422, Golden Rod, Fl. 32733.OBO 365-1791
util. 671-7191 ·
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 2422
1----------------1
+--------------1 Metal Desk, 60 x 30; heavy
M/F Roommate needed for
Schlo•zsky's Deli Restaurants
duty, $30 . 30 x 30 d'inning
· ta bl e ·
summer. Furnished 2/bd, 2 min.
are Looking For Crew Leaders
4 h · $80 c II 382 5518
+ c airs,
. a
from UCF, small pet OK. $245/
We need ambitious, dedicated
1eave message
mo. Call Heather 658-9364
professional people to fill entry
i--S-n_a_k_e_:_R_e_d--T-a_il_B_o_a_w_it-h----l
level management positions in
M/F, N/S to share 3bd/2ba
Orlando
area
restaurants.
everything. 823-7911
our
house in Winter Park Estates. 15
We
offer
flexible
work
schedmin. from UCF. $335 + 1/2 mo.
ules, great benefits and a
No time for the beach?? Dark
sec. 671-8340
competitive pay rate.
tan available at "Sun Tan
M/F to share 2bd/2ba, 1 story
Don's miss this opportunity to
Center", Winter Park. 5 112° mo.
apt. Own bedroom is furnished
start your career with a fast
of tan for only $125. Call 980and has priv. entrance, W/D,
growing loval company. Send
9781 .(pager)
enclos~d backyard, covered
resumes to: Orlando Deli
1--F-r-ee-P-ag_e_r_,-Fr_e_e_B_a_tt_
.•----4
parking, nice area. $300 + 1/2
Management, 2300 Tuscarora
Motorola, Beeps, Vibrates,
util. 384-7609
Tr., Mtl. Fl. 32751 or call (407)
Lights ... Only $9 ·99 mo.
645-4009 for appointment.
ale to share 2bd/1 ba Apt in
834-5400
lafaya Trl.Apts. $245/mo. + 1/2
til. Drug free, clean cut person.
ontact Garrett 382-4510

COMPUTER BARGAINS!

Furn Rm in Furn House,
washer, garage w/storage.
College Pk. $350/mo. incl. all.
649-3357
1 Rm in 3/2 Hse. $330 includes
all. 5 min. from UCF, WD, pool,
tennis . Sandy 366-9391
F share Conway area home.
ool , Whl. Chr. access. $300/mo.
ncl. all. 857-3371
emale to share 3bd/2ba with
dult female. 3 min . from
alencia, 15 min. from UCF.
250/mo. + util. 249-0718

I have too many computers! I'm buying one new
one, and selling the others, cheap. Call Dave at
273-5476 (h) or 823-8054 (w) for more info.

RAM $38 per M, Custom-built
computer system available. Call
366-5953
APT. FURNITURE FOR SALE
King size bed set $600 OBO,
Living Rm set $500 OBO, Dinning
Rm set $309 OBO, Kenwood
stereo set with Cerwen Vega 15"
speakers $1200 OBO. Items can
be sold seperately . Emile 3813874
.56 Carat Diamond Ring w/.20
carat ring guard. Appraised at
$4600. Must sell $3750. Phone
366-9358

FOUND
Set of Mitsubishi car keys in
men's room near gym in
Student Center. Call 679-9314
DO EUROPE
$229 ANYTIME!
If you're a little flexible, we can
help you beat the airline's prices.
**NO HIDDEN CHARGES**
**CHEAP FARES WORLDWIDE"
AIRHITCH 800-326-2009
Airhitch netcom. com

88 Jeep Cherokee, 4 cyl. 4 door,
great car. $4500 OBO. 273-3658
Typing and Resume Service
since 1986 for all your student
needs. IBM and laser equip.
Sameday service avail. Call
277-9600

'82 ToyotaTercel $600 OBO.
Good cond. Nikki 381-2646

TYPING TO GO $1.50/pg.
359-7354 24 hours.
ACCOUNTING TUTOR
CPA/Former College Instr. Call
Loretta at 256-1140
GET CASH!!
$50 - $300 - Checks held till
payday. 678-1535

WORD PROCESSING
Specializing in Resumes with
cover letters. FAST
679-4836
K.C.O. Inc. Typing $1.50
678-6735

ATTN: STUDENTS/FACULTY/
STAFF
Job Hotlines Booklet just for you!
Over 150 of Fl A's Job Hotlines,
1OO's of Professional and General
Job openings. Updated weekly.
Send $9.95 to: Florid_a Job
Hotlines, Box 560876, Orlando, Fl. ·
32856. More info (407) 672-3871
24 hrs.

DATA PROCESSING SERVICE
Typing ·
Term Papers-ResumesManuscripts
Desktop Publishing
Spreadsheets
Charts-Data Organization
Laser print. IBM/Apple equip.
Competitive rates. SW Orange
City.
Contact EMSl-DP Services
876-0080
Fast Accurate & Next to
Campus! Call Cherie for your
typing needs.
359-9203

S/W/M, attractive, romantic, 38,
looking for S/W/F 24-30 for
friendship and ~ossible relationship and who likes movies and top
40 music. Phone 843-5901

A+ Typing & Word Processing
Laser print. Professional results!
Same day turn-around available!
Close to UCF! Call 366-7123

u;

rG~t-= ;et;;kth;t:; b;kj';;; ;;o-m~cl; ;;;;~
I your camper? Then sell it. Future Classifieds.

L------·------------J

MAC llCX
8 megs ram, 110 meg hard drive, RasterOps 24
bit color card, brand new Apple Color Plus 14
color monitor, lots of software (word processing, page iayout, games, etc.), mouse, keyboard, more, $1100.
11

MAC classic

1993 UCF Graduate seeks to
sublease 1 or 2 bedroom apt.
From May 15 - August 15. Please
call 699-1794

· April 13. 1995

4 megs ram, 40 meg hard drive, lmagewriter II
printer, lots of software, mouse, keyboard,
framed picture of my cat, $500.

Warner Bros. is open ing the doors of its newest Studio Store at The
Orlando Internat io na l Airport right here in Orlando! Experienced retail
professionals are invited to our:
'

_OPEN HOUSE
THURSDAY, APRIL 13TH
10:00 A.M. - 6:00 P.M.
HYATT REGENCY
ORLANDO
INTERNATIONAL
AIRPORT,
9300 AIRPORT BLVD.,
ORLANDO, FL
On-the-spot interviews will be conducted for:

IBM 286 clone

• SALES ASSOCIATES
LARGE 2bd/2ba Townhouse,
1260 sq . ft ., nice carpet, fresh
paint, W/D hook up. 300 yds from
UCF. Some units/small pets
okay. Only $475/mo., to conscientious renter. 236-4244

1 meg ram, 60 meg hard drive, Citizen dot
matrix printer, lots of software including
WordPerfect, 14 VGA color monitor, keyboard,
free postcard from South Bend, Ind. $450
11

If you are unable to join us send or fax your resume
to , Warner Bros . Studio Store , Attn Regional
Rec ruiter, 63 Oakbrook Center, Oakbrook, IL 60521
FAX · (70 81 368 -0194 . EOE .
A T1m t Warncr (mermnmcm Co , LP T M & f; 19'.IS Warner lircx
LOOSEY TU~ES: c:hirutc: I'\ nim e\ and •II rc-'. ned 1nd1ci i arc tr.adcmirlc\ of WHncr Brm Inc. Cll995

_

_ ._
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Need lde
Say ltlore?

Film boy
by DEREK KRAUSE

Journey with me into the mind of a film
maniac. A filmboy.
I was saddened last week. No, not by
the·onslaught of shosh and the endless weeks
of purely devastating filmmaking, rather by
the buy-out of my most cherished video store.
After waking up from a dismal nightmare in which I dreamed that another SNL
spin-off was due to open on Friday, I picked
up the morning news and peered toward the
bottom of the page. I read, "Local Video
Chain is Sold to Blockbuster,"
Ilooked away in helpless disgust. "What
is the world coming to?" I asked myself I

desperately read on,
praying for the headline
to be a big tease. It
wasn't. BobZlatkisshad
sold his business-the
only cul~urally admirable video chain that I
knew. 16,000 Videos
had been scooped up by
the king of disgust. Mr.
Blockhead had once
·again took over the little
man and disgracefully
taken control of yet another. "The .dea1 will
make me a millionaire,"
defends Zlatkiss.
Yeah, thanks a lot Bob. So long to a
well-stocked foreign film and documentary
library, NC-17 and hard-to-find classics. I
finished the articl~ knowing, however, that
Mr. Blockhead had no plans tochangeAVN's
name to Blockbuster Video. No plans to
change its operating procedures. No plans to
change its prices. And, no plans to change its
staff. No immediate plans.
Although I hope Wayne Huziengadoes
get rid of that aisle-walking, salesman-spirited, DJ-voiced clerk from annoyingly yelling
in your ear, "If you can't find it, we'll find it
for youuuuuuu ... " and "I need the next Cool
as Ice." SHUT UP.

also support my springtime shosh theory.
*112 Stuart Saves His Family
Al Franken as Stuart Smalley does a
fine job of representing his skit-jumping character, but his screenplay lacked some direction and depth.
A run-around of consecutive reworked
scenes, Stuart Saves His Family goes aimlessly back and forth from the main character's
TV show to his house, and to his family's
house and back and back and back. Nothing
really happens. Stuart doesn't even save his
family, which maybe is the-funniest part.
Like the his original SNLskit, Franken' s
p6rtrayal stopped being funny after about
three or four episodes, so you can imagine.90
mjnutes of Liberace jabbering about 12-step
programs.
If nothing else, it has already been more
successful than It's Pat.

A inajor problem in Jury Duty is one of
its other jurors. Tia Carrea needs to get a job.
I don't care if she looks good, she absolutely
is a terrible, line-delivering actress and has a
backfiring screen presence. She makes you
want to look away from the screen , totally
_killing your concentration and interest.
Jury Duty, however, isn't all that
bad. The opening scene where Pauly pours
milk all over his body as he co_mpetes in a
International House of Beefcakes contest,
was fun and set a relaxed tone. I was also
delighted to see Andrew "where have I
been for three years" Dice Clay pop up as
Pauly's Uncle Sal.
And, the best part of Jury Duty is
Pauly's Jeopardy-addicted dog , Puppet.
Intelligent and cute, the little puppy accented the typical script and was the only
thing that made it interesting enough to
finish watching

**Jury Duty
-Write Hollywood, "I want my Ford
Eleven of the jurors in a murder trial .
don't want to be there. One does. The weasel Fairlane sequel."
has struck again in Jury Duty.
-A touch of video
Man Bites Dog (NC-17) Violence
After being abandoned without a home
or job, Pauley Shore braces onto a lengthy you say? Oh Lord watch out Mr. Manson
jury trial in order to stay fed and housed. Like - a sparkling portrait inside the mind of a
most of Shore's flicks (i.e. In the Amiy Now) sick and deranged serial killer.
he is-funny, and everything else is dreadful.
-Ask yourself this question:
Pauley's antics provide some constant
"Have I seen The Wild Bunch ?"
laughter until about half way through the
Now, to support Mr. Blockhead and his · movie, and like most comedy vehicles, the
14 April- The Sum of Us, Exotica
West Coast money suckers: a pairof films that rest should just quickly fade out.

1he summer heats up with the
release of the Amature S01U1dtrack
Jim Martin
Music critic

Althoughthemovie77ieAmateurdidn't
make a splash at the box office, the soundrack
is bound to make more money. As my esteemed colleague Filmboy said when he saw
it at some film geek convention, "The movie
sucked.'' The circular piece of plastic will
most likely outsell the film. Director Hal
Hartley took the top singles of college radio at
the time of the movies production. ·'When I
was putting this together" noted Hartley,''!
began by thinking about the likelihood of
where tpe music would actually be playingthere are a lot of public places in the story
where it would make sense. that's what dictated ho.w many songs were included ...
Perhaps the only disappointing aspect
of the album appears on full-length releases
from the respective artists. It is. however. a
good compilation in music and song choice.

mghlights begin on the second track of the
album with My Bloody Valentine's ··only Shallow,.. and continue with P J . Harvey. Red House
Painters, Yo La Tengo. Bettie Serveert, Liz
Phair. and Pavement. The last quarter of the
album finishes ·out with the score of the movie
whichisdelightfullyambient.EveniftheMovie
is Amateur. the soundtrack is all -pro.
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Enter the LifeStyfes
5

.'; _,

.:,•,: .::.. . .·..· .

·
·. "Condoms and Safer Sex in the 90's" ·
Video Contest
.

\ Here's your ckance to tell all th~se people trying to get i_nsidE;? . .· ...:
your head, wh_
at's really on you; mind. All you have to do ts tnake ,, . ·
. a 30-second video on how you d sell condoms and safer sex rodcrt(< .
, and you coufd ~on _your way t~ winnin$ UfeStyl~ grand pd:te O.F ~.;
$10,000! M9ke 1t senous, make 1t funny, 1ust make it unfo ··.· a
The LifeStyles Video
Contest It'~ $9.95 to ,
1
enter and its as easy as
calling 1-800-551-5454.

t•Jte£ s.hrIes"
.

~~

C0 ND0 MS

You must be 18 or over. Void inArizooo, Mmylond or Vermont. folr~s mUll be received on or belore June9, 1995. Prizes:Gnmd Prize{lf. $10,0ffO cosh;
",
2nd Aoce Ill:Sl,OOOcalh:Jrd Mace Ill;4th Piece 111 52,500 caili, Ith Place Ill;~h Aoce Ill;71hAme Ill; 8th Plcte{lt 9th Placelll; 10th Aoce llll 11~ ~otell);
I2th·Plcce 11):SI 000 tash; lap 500 winners(1001:Lile5tyles &xiboU oot, lop I000 wiMm 110001:Lifell)les l-s~cl. lot~ prizes oove arnlimoted reki volii! of S43,SOO.
WiMm will be onoounced on or belo1e J~ 31 1995.Winne~ notiliirl by renilied rooloo or about July 31. 1995 for mmplele Rulis send osell-orldressed, s1Dmped e11Ydopeto: RUl[l:lilel~les Yideo (ootest. P.O. Box 611,Montvile, HJ 07045-0671. IJ!lilioas oi Iii: iooges are linol.Voi'.1 where piohibited. ContestspoolOredbyAnselllll{orporoled. ·
, fonsumerDivilion 44/i ffighwoy35, folonlown, HJ07714.

·

,,,,.
Roclzin 50's
! ·11AM till 2AM
Pool Tables
Dart Boards
Free Pool 11:00AM till S:OOPM Mon-Fri
Pinball
.,Show Your UCF l.D. & Recieve
$1°0 Drafts $425 Pitchers $)15 Well Drinks roust be 21
MOn - Thurs. For Month of April!!!
11

/•

,

~

lunches ._ Dinners
All You Can Eat Crab 6-9 Nitely
All Day Sat & Sun Till 9P
Everything on Menu From
Burgers - Wings - Steak - Crab - and more

Fashion Square
Mall

*

('

Take the Stuart Smalley Challenge
at General Cinema Fashion Square

Think you're talented? Prove it.
Write the news. Call the Future at

823-8192
Ask for Dave
I

ARE YOU READY FOR
CONTIKI'S EUROPE?
London ... Paris ... Rome ... Athens. Discover all the places
you've been dreaming about with a fun-loving
group of people your own age. Choose from
over 30 tours-from 9 to 52 days. Our all_
inclusive prices are unbeatable.
· If you're ready, contact your local Travel ·
Agent, or call 1-800-CONTIKI for a free brochure.

L1S'Io$ ~~!!~!a
The Bar, Bartender, Beer, Wine & Mixers!
*Ask about OPEN Bar or CASH Bar Specials!

You'll laugh

BARTENDER FOR HIRE

because it's not

(407) 275-2759

Liquid Bartender Catering

your family.

,,

You'll cry
because it is.

take

Kaplan and get

a

higher score~ ..

l

the cranberries
includes

zombie
and

ode to my family

More students take Kaplan's courses every
year than any other test prep company's.
Call us today to find out why.

1-800-KAP-TEST

KAPLAN
The answer to the test question.

Cam us S ecial
Free Batteries
Unlimited Calls
Wide Area Coverage

only s999 a month
See the cranberries on tour now:
April 20th at the U. of Central Florida Arena.

NRTIONRL PRGING
COMMUNICRTIONS INC.
834.5400

,
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suddenly,
tam my!

Suddenly. one of the more original
bands around~ Tammy!

The non-blood member of the
group; Ken Heitmueller, also
started his musical journey at a
young age, playing string bass in
his high school orchestra and in
numerous local bands
The three began to play together in 1989
for the fun of music. Two
by JIM MARTIN
years later the band released
Future music critic
Spokesmodel, indepenIf there was one instrument that could dently produced in their 4be removed from today's modern rock track basement studio. As
bands, what would it be? Surely not the they distributed to local
guitar, which has become the most sacred record shops, they found
of all instruments in today's alterna-rock themselves outselling local
world. Suddenly, this bandoutofLancaster, mainstays, Live, Ocean Blue
Pa. said, "What the hell," and dropped the - and Innocence Mission.
staple musical tool of the last 40 years and
Aftt~r releasing their
added a piano.
last indie E.P., El
"While it seems unusual these days Presidente, with help from
for a band not to have a guitarist, a piano Boston scenester Sean
and a rhythm section is really a standard Slade (Dinosaur Jr.. Hole,
line-up in jazz," observes lead singer and Throwing Muses, Cold Wapianist Beth Sorrentino. The end result is a ter Flat), the band was off to
surprising experiment in resolution. As most northeast indie mecca
bands open up with the distortion pedal, the SpinArt.
piano gives Suddenly Tammy! honesty that
With Dambuilders
isn't found easily on the shelves ofr-ecord and Lotion as label mates,
stores.
Suddenly Tammy! began
The roots of Suddenly Tammy! be- even more momentum with
gan in the childhood of two people. Beth the release of their self-titled
and brother Jay Sorrentino were turned on debut longplayer, Suddenly
to music at an early
age by. their families. Tammv!Thealbum was re.

corded in the sa,me basement, but now they
were equipped with a full fledged 24-track
studio called the Cat Box. The Cat Box has
also produced recordings by The Lilys, Velocity Girl and Tsunami.
This brings Suddenly Tammy! to their
current status, newest signees to Warner Bros.

------

Music. Tammy does come through on their
major label debut, however. Solid lyrics fall
between the resolute keystrokes and bass
lines of Suddenly Tammy!'s repertoire.
Definitely one to check out if you are suddenly in the mood for a little jazz, but not

'

ntion
'""1

'

across Prom bhe
Fashion Sq,vare Mall/

'
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•

•

JoE s PIZZA AND PASTA
9

DINE IN • TAKE OUT • WE DELIVER

•

•

30%~~~
LARGEST PIZZA IN ORLANDO!
18"XL WITH ONE ITEM ONLY $995

Lar~e 14" Two

ltell) Pizza
~-- 01)1y $849 - - - - -

Body Piercing Music
At A Great Price ! ·

PROUD SPONSORS OF THE UCF BASEBALL TEAM

FREE DELIVERY

•

•

INCLUDING UCF CA1lfPUS

Open 7 Days
10376 E. Colonial Drive (Suite #124)
(Located in the Reedy Carpet Plaza)

275-6157

FACE TO FACE

MAD SEASON

Over It

Above

NED'S ATOMIC DUSTBIN

Personal Mini Storage

Brainbloodvolume
irA:;1181r.9·
.4 ~.;,

: Av');( {)f =*nBJ

J~

:i:A! 1):Ct!i: :l:::r::rP

~G•Ef<o;e

•

RESIDENT
MANAGERS
NED'S ATOMIC DUSTBIN

."' i!~Household - Commercial
:.! ~

•

•

~

Brainbloodvolume

•

• 7 Day Access
• Outside Parking
..... • Month to Month.
• Safe • Fenced • Lighted
· • Full Range of Sizes
12 Locations in Orlando Area
Call For Details
EAST HIGHWAY 50

FORSYTH RD

273-1668

678-1500

7200 Old Cheney Hwy.
(Between Forsyth &
Goldenrod)

2875 N. Forsyth Rd. Wn. Pk.
(Between Univ. Blvd. &
Hwy 50)

Managed By Schacler Brothers Corp 297-3683

MIKE WATT
Ball-Hog Or Tugboat

HOLE
live Through This

FLORIDA'S ORIGINAL
MUSIC l VIDEO SUPERSTORE
ALTAMOMTESPRGS.
689 E Altamonte Spr. Dr.
331-9525

ORLANDO

290 I E Colonial Dr.
894-1700

ORLANDO

6114 S. Orange Blossom Tr.
855-000 I
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Across from-UCF!
*Under New Management*
Now Pre-leasing for August Occupancy
We offer spacious 2 bedroom 11/ 2 bath
_ from $425
• Closest Apartment Complex to UCF Campus
• Covered Parking
• Laundry Facilities
•Pool
• Central Heat and Air Conditioning
Universi

12017 Solon Drive
Orlando, FL 32826
(407) 273-4097

>

Pasture
Solon

UCF

f><J f

Office Hours (M-F) 9-5pm
·---------·---·------~----.

Student Legal services ·
Problems With: ·

Do you enjoy helping people?
How about planning or marketing events?
Are you thoughtful about healthy choices
for yourself and others?
_ Want to make a positive difference at UCF?

Join SWAT and apply to be a

WELLNESS PEER CONSULTANT
Training and Retreat this summer
Employment 12-15 hours per week
for Fall 1995 and Spring 1996

Application Deadline
Friday, April 14
at the
Campus Wellness Center

•Landlords
•Insurance
•Contracts

?Traffic Tickets

.. 823-5841 •

Need:
•A Will
•A Name Change
•Uncontested Dissolution
UCF's Student Legal Services provides free
legal consultation and representative in certain legal areas for qualified UCF stude.nts.

For inforrnation or an appointment
call 823-2538
or stop by the student center .
roon1210
Monday-'"Friday 8am-Sp1n
Funded through Activity & Service. Fee
· by the Student Governn1ent Association

All New Show

LED ZEPPELIN
Friday & Saturday:
9:00 & 11 :00 p.m.

LaserGrunge
The Best In Alternative Music
Friday & Saturday: I 0:00 p.m.

BEEPERS

AS LOW AS

Starting at

$549*A MON~H

$29.95*

.. uc:ER \

BEE, ·

'

c

Shines On

Friday & Saturday: Midnight

$7999*.

LASER JAii

•2 Mos. Service

Sp E G \. A,~ •Activation
·\ des. • Clock• 16 Memory
\ nC U

PINK FLOYD

FREE

<

Saturday: 7:00 p.m.

Leather case & Chain

•Vibrator• Time Stamp

COST FOR ALL SHOWS $6.50
.

Admission price includes
3-D glasses and ear plugs, if neetled.
Seating is limited anti on a
flnt•come, ffrst-1ervecl lla1i1.
Prices anti shows su•iect to change
without notice.
0
~\},~

~~t~'\ ~~

We also recrystal NEC, PANASONIC, UN/DEN, and MAXONS
Fern Park
7030 S. HWY 17-92
407-831-KWIC (5942)
(Across from old K-Mart)
·some restrictions apply

Deltona
2063 Saxon Blvd .
904-789-3339
(Saxon Place)

WE BUY BEEPERS

810 E. Rollins Street
'-~~~
Orlando, Florida 32803
407-896-7151
Directions: Take 1-4 to exit 43, 1I4 mile East
on left in Loch Haven Park - Free Parking

{
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Major League Baseball is back, but will anyone show up?

>

)

The end of an era.
Replacement baseball began on March I when the California Angels played Arizona
State in front of a little more than
11200 fans.
It ended exactly one month
later when Pete Coachman of the
L.A. Strike Dodgers grounded
out to short with two runners in
scoring position in the ninth.
In between was a month of
a curiosities, low lights and improbable comebacks.
We saw Pedro Borbon, 48,
falling all over himself during
workouts and striking out the
only batter he faced. And there
was Seattle Mariners' reliever
Dave Graybill, who beforedawn
saved a girl's life in a fire, then
later that day tossed two innings
of shutout relief against the Chicago Cubs.
But with a single decree
from Don "We Have Nothing to
Fear hut Him Himself' Fehr, it
was over, and Major League
Baseball returned to "normal."
.
Now the "real" ballplayers
are back-the same ones who
left us in the lurch last Augus~
without ~ World Series for the
first time in 80 years. For this,
most lifelong baseball diehards
have said an impromptu "adios"
to the major leaguers.
"I'll never go pay to see

those whining criers again," says
Rick Brown, a lifelong Braves'
fan.
"I've spent my last dollar on
baseball," from Steve Kisha, a native of the Cleveland area who
now could care less how many
games the Indians win this year.
(Steve-0, you' re bailing out atthe

wrong time. They' re CONTENDERS now! Didn't you see Major
League?)
I'm hearing this sentiment
from a bunch of (former) fans. I
can understand, and Ijoin in their
disgust. This Phillies fan was one
of the victims, and I'd be the first
to lead a fan picket line.
The problem is that the
timing's all off. Philadelphia ~s
stf1l the reigning National League
champ. I was there hoping and
praying throughout that great 1993
season. With. one swing of Joe
Carter's bat, the numbing feeling
that the Great Ride of '93 was
over hit me, and I was energized

by the start of the '94 season. But
the stretch run was taken from me
by the players' union.
Look, when you live and
die by a team for so many years,
through the highs and the lows
(the latter of which the Phi ls have
provided me in droves), it's hard
to just walk away in disgust like
that. I'm just not strong enough to
do that. Besides, my boys Lenny
Dykstra and Darren Daulton
threatened to break ranks and play
alongside the replacements. I
LOVE you guys!
So I've come up with ... er. .. a
way- to keep my faith and brush
off the league at the same time. I

wil1 still root for the Phillies with
the same passion that I have since
I could fit my head into a cap. I
want them to beat up on the rest of
the league more so this year than
ever.
As far as I'm concerned, the
rest of the league can go to hell.
I'm through with you guys. I am
no longer a baseball fan; I'm a
Phillies fan, a team which happens to play the game of baseball.
Screw you American
League. Kiss off NL Central and
West. Now let's play 'bal.l. Cuz'
it's one, two,three, four bucks a
beer
at
·
the
oooold... baalllll... gaaaame! !!

College Life:
A Few Things To Know
KNOW:

w~;,h of.f-c4mp1.1J .

baokJt()t-~ w; If bt4y

back: yo.\Ar
14)e" $4.f te1tbooks for more tJ,q,, 254 t·~cJ,.

1

We are now looking
for writers for the
s~mmer. The paper
will be coming out
once a week, and we
need beat writers and
sports columnists.
We'll be covering the
Orlando Cubs· all
season; we'll also
cover the AFL's Orlando Predators and
the Orlando Lions
(soccer).
If you are interested in
any or all, give me a
call. Also if you're
interested in taking
pictures to build an
impressive photo
portfolio, then call
823-8192 or 823-8054
and ask for Jason
Swancey. If I'm out
recruiting writers, then
leave a message.

~NOW: W~ich "30-t'r''rntA+es--oy-it'S'-free~

pi21.A pf¢_
c::e -~lw~ys tqkes exactly 3• n-.·1nutes.

~NOW: whic:-h evi 1,
i"'ar-ter-eQti n!J la u~ d romai'
mach~~es

fo avoid.

KNOW THE lOOE,"
IT ALWAYJ c.0.5TJ LE.5J TMAIJ 1.. 100 .. c.OllfCT.j~
Hey, on college campuses those "in the know" are the ones who rule.
And it's not just about being smart in the classroom, it's about being wise
with your wallet as well. So if you want a great low price on a collect call,
just dial 1 800-CALL-ATT. It always costs less than 1-800-COLLECT. Always.
There are lots of tricky things for you to.learn at coll.ege, but here's
something that's easy: KNOW THE CODE, and save the person on the
other end some serious money You'll be glad you did.

Alm: Your lfue Voice.®

• Promotion· excluded. I-8QO-(',()LL£Cf'" IS a senice mark of ~IQ

ATiaT

dial

1 8 0 0

C A L L
A T T
ALWAYS COSTS LESS

THAN 1-800-COLLECT:
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''The Streak"

UCF-F& ·89.9

the alternative
and

It began with a young confident team that had just taken a
shot to that very same confidence. UCF had just been swept (..

cultural source

the UCF MUSIC DEPARTMENT JAZZ LAB BAND

~
UCF Jazz Lab Annual Spring Concert
featuring

Friday, April 14, 1995
8:00 p.m.
UCF Student Center Auditorium
FREE for students!
$5 at the door for non-students.

by TAAC foes FIU, 3-5, 1-5 and 3-8.
The team came back March 8 against Vanderbilt and
erased the sour taste with a 9-5 victory.
The rest is hNory.

24victims
1. Vanderbilt lost 9-5
2 Campbell lost 6-1
3. Campbell~ 1-0
4. Campbell ~ost 4-2 ·
5. Florida A&M lost 3-1
6. Florida A&M lost 12-2
7. Long Island lost 11-3
8. Coll. of Charleston lost 2-1
9. Coll. of Charleston lost 5-4
· 10. Coll. of Char. lost W-2 .
11. Cleveland State lost 3-0
12. Portland State lost 6-0
13. SLU lost 15-9
14. SLU lost 4-1
15. SLU lost 8-4
16. Rollins College lost 11-3
17. Centenary losi 5-1
18. Centenary lost 10-5
19~ Centenary lost 2-0
20. USF lost 5-4 ,
21. GSU lost 14-3
22. GSU lost .7-4
23. GSU lost 12-3
24. USF loSt 2-0
remaining games:
•April 14 versus Samford

•April 15 versus Samford
(doubleheader)
•April 18 versus South
Florida
•April 21 versus Mercer
•April 22 versus Mercer
(doubleheader)
•April 25 at South Florida
1
•April 26 at Miami
~
•April 27 at Miami
•May 5 at Stetson
•May 6 at Stetson
•May 11-14--TAACTournamentTBA.

..

(

{

Now Two Locations to Serve You Better
University and Goldenr.od

Oviedo

Uni Gold Shopping Center
(next to Devaney's Bar)

Alafaya Square Shopping Center
{On Alafaya Trail)

679-0778

365-8444

/
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The Golden Knights beat South Florida in a
• close game for the second time this week
STUNNING, from page 20

•
•

•
•

the Golden Knights pitching has shown the
consistency of a championship caliber team.
Junior Craig Cozart and 6-4 hurler
Jay Veniard each have seven wins, while
senior Brian Scutero has posted a stingy
1.91 ERA.
With the nation's longest winning
streak so close, (University of Texas holds
the record at 34) yet so far a way, the Golden
Knights have to travel to the University of
Miami for a two-game series as well as to
the University of Stetson for a three-game
series later on in the season.

The Golden Knights could conceivably break the national record as early as
May 5 against Stetson on the road. Of
course that would have to be following a
two-game sweep of UM on the road .
As UCF head coach Jay Bergman
and his truly Golden Knights have stated all
season, though, they're just going to take
things one game at a time.
Next up for the Golden Knights is the
Samford Bulldogs who will come to town
for a weekend series .
Friday night's game wi11 be at 7 p.m.,
with Saturday's doubleheader set to begin
at 1 p.m .

Buller signs with the Mets
D Mets sign centerfielder
to a one-year contract
worth $2 million.
Reuters

NEW YORK-The New York Mets
agreed Tuesday to terms with free agent
centerfielder Brett Butler on a one-year
contract.
Financial terms were not disclosed,
but the deal is believe~ to be worth about $2
million.
The announcement was made by Mets

·lbe UCF tennis teams are
•
leading successful spring sports
•
•

by JASON SWANCEY
Sports editor

The UCF women's tennis team continued their dominanace on the coffegiate
tennis circuit, improving to 20-4.
This time it was Sin City's squad, the
•
University of New Orleans (15-3), taking
the beating.
Actually, this one was close- UCF
only won 5-4, taking three of the six singles
matches and two of the three doubles
• matches. UCF's Jing Chen won again, 6- 1,
· 6-0 to improve to 21-2 on the season.
For the men's team it was an easier
day on the courts. In fact, the Golden Knights
swept New Orleans (8-11) in both the singles
and doubles matches. It was Jesper Kjoraas
with his 6-1, 6-4 victory pushing the first

•

assistant vice president of baseball operations Gerry Hunsicker this afternoon at
Port St. Lucie, Fla.
"Brett fills a very important need for
this ballclub," Hunsicker said. "We've been
looking for a leadoff hitter _for a long time.
He gives us someone with speed, someone
who can set the table for the middle of our
lineup. He's also an oustanding defensive
centerfielder."
The 39-year-old Butler has played
the last four years of his 14-year major
league career with the Los Angeles Dodgers. He hit .314 with eight homers and 33
RBI last season.

UNIVERJITY

domino that started UNO's unfolding.
Kjoraas is now 14-7.
UCF dropped only two sets iri the
singles competition and became even stingier dropping nothing in the doubles competition.
The men now sit at 19-4 heading into
the T AAC Conference Championships~ The
tournament will be from Thursday thro_ugh
Saturday of this week.
Both teams should fare well; the men
never even came close to losing to a T AAC .
opponent this season. Their 5-2 loss to Florida
IntemationalUniversitywastheclosestTAAC
match of the season.
The women lost to Campbell 5-4 and to
FIU 6-3 earlier in the season. Since their 7-2
loss to NorthiCarolina, the Golden Knights
have reeled off I 0 straight wins.

TO

GET

IT

RIGHT
FIRST

THE

TIME!

380-1427 across from UCf
•

~Th-e~-~Ao-~F_u~~~S-n-orts
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Golden Knights down USF
behind Brian Gomes' three-hitter
D Andy Moser and Scott
Loubier paced,UCF to a
2-0 victory over the Bulls
Tuesday night.
by MARC LOYD
Staff writer

Sophmore pitcher Brian Gomes (60) outdueled South Florida's Pat Ryan in a
2-0 nailbiter to push "The Streak" to 24
consecutive games.
"I was afraid that if we didn't get to
him (Ryan) early, we might never get to
him," UCF head coach Jay Bergman said.
"He gets stronger and tougher to hit as the
game goes on."
Gomes personally took the Bulls by
the horns, completely taking South Florida
out of their offensive game plan. With his
. curveball working and the fastball humming, Gomes threw yet another complete
game.
The 6-1 pitcher from Lake Howell
High School struck out seven while surrendering only three hits and two walks in the
2-0 victory for the 13th ranked Golden
Knights.
The Knights (35-8) got on the score
board in the third inning when catcher Scott
Loubier hit an RBI single. The Golden
Knight§ would cling to a 1-0 lead until third
photo/SOLARES
baseman Andy Moseer knocked in run numHome (plate) is where the heart is for Adam Johnson, and coincidentally it's ber two in the eighth inning.
where the sophomore usually ends up. He has four homeruns and -44 RBl's.
"We had chances to break the game

UCF finishes in the top three.in the
country for second straight time
D The UCF cheerleaders
overcome injuries and
adversity to take third in
the nation at the
Cheerleading National
Championships.
by JASON SWANCEY
Sports editor

UCF's Golden Knights cheerleaders
took third in the nation last weekend at the
Division I 1995 College Cheerleading National Championships, even though one of
its members competed with a sprained
ankle.
Disney'sMGM Studios was the backdrop for the best collegiate cheerleaders in
the nation.
UCF came into the tourney ranked
fifth out of 13 teams; and a perfect performance by the Golden Knights landed the
squad a third place finish behind Morehead
State arid runner-up Wright State.
For UCF head coach Linda Gooch, it
was an opportunity to solidify UCF's position as one of the top cheerleading programs in the country.
'Tm really proud of the way the team
performed," Gooch said. "We proved this
yearthat last year's runner-up finish wasn't
a fluke."

The injury for UCF occurred at Friday morning's practice when senior Noleani
Young came down wrong on her ankle.,
However, the preliminary x-rays showed
that Young hadn't suffered any broken
bones, so she taped up her ankle and competed anyway.
"It was a tough thing to have happen
to us, but I thought the team handled it
well," Gooch said. "I was very impressed
with their composure. They weren'tshaken
by the incident; it may have even brought
them closer together."
The Golden Knights have qualified
for the national championships the past two
years, finishing second last year in SanDiego.
How do these teams qualify for the
national championships?
Teams send in a video tape of a routine, and for that they get a preliminary
score. The team's score from their routine
at the corn petition is then added to the score
from the preliminary video tape to decide
the overall winner.
The teams perform everything from
back flips, to pyramids and tosses, to audience participation chants and dance steps.
"I can attribute a lot of the success of
our program to our seniors," Gooch said.
"They came here four years ago and probably in their wildest dreams could not have
imagined we would have come as far as we
have, but we have."

•Look inside for full coverage and results from the UCF tennis team's latest
victories. There's also a view of The Streak and the remaining schedule for the
Golden Knights' baseball team. Never look any further than the Future for
complete sports coverage.

wide open in the first and second innings,"
Bergman said. "We left five men on base in
the first two innings."
·
The Bulls mounted a couple scoring
threats throughout the course of the game,
but it was nothing a calm, cool and collected Gomes couldn't handle.
In the third inning, the Bulls had two
men on with two out when Comes got
catcher Bob Ribinski to fly out.
The very next inning, the Bulls threatened once again when shortstop Chris
Heintz led off with a double. Gomes took a
deep breath and proceeded to put the next
three batters down in order, killing any
hopes Heintz might have had of scoring.
"Every ballgame during this streak
we've found a different hero, and·last night
against South Florida, it was Brian Gomes
and Andy Moser."
With a team batting average of .284
and a shocking 22 homeruns, you can see
why the Golden Knights have outscored
their opponents 252-134 during the course
of "The Streak."
The Golden Knights have seven players batting over .300 with sophmore Adam
Johnson leading the way, batting .351 with
four homeruns and a mind-boggling 44
RBI's.
Although the Golden Knights' offensive numbers are impressive , it's been
UCF's pitching that has guided them to a
35-8.record.
With a TAAC-best E.R.A. of 2.80,
see STUNNING, page 19
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